SURVEY RESULTS: Favorite Apps for Elementary/Middle School

Question: What are your 5 favorite or most useful apps for elementary or middle school age students with ASD?

Top 26 Favorite Apps for Elementary / Middle School Age Students with ASD

1. Proloquo2Go
2. Pictello by Assistiveware
3. Conversation Builder by Mobile Education
4. Choice Works
5. Between the Lines
6. Bits Board
7. Articulation Station by Little Bee Speak
8. Zones of Regulation
9. Autismatic
10. First Then Visual Schedule
11. Sentence Builder
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12. Splingo
13. Timers (multiple apps)
14. TouchChat
15. Letter School
16. Story Builder
17. Social Express (social skills lessons)
18. Calm Counter
19. Go Talk Now
20. Dragon Dictation
21. Kindergarten.com apps
22. Pic Collage
23. Clicker Docs
24. Clicker Sentences
25. Toontastic
26. Social Skill Builders (several programs)
MORE FAVORITE APPS FOR ELEMENTARY/MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS WITH ASD

4kid cal
5 Min of Fun™ iProfile
A.L.L.
AAC Genie (Great diagnostic tool!)
AB math
ABA APPS from Kindergarten.com
ABA Flashcards
ABA Flashcards
ABA Flashcards
ABA Touch and Learn Problem Solving
ABC Magic Series
ABC Phonic
ABC Pocketphonics by Apps in my Pocket
Abilipad
Abitalk Word Family
About you/about me
Action Words
Addition practice
Alexicom AAC
Alex's Chain Reaction
all sight words
Alligator Apps Emotions
Anger Thermometer
Angry birds
Animal Jam
Answers Free (Yes/No)
Anything by Mobile Education especially Conversation Builder
Anything by Toca Boca/ Sago Sago
Anything from Kindergarten.com Apps by Touch Autism
Apps by Touch Autism
Apps for Transition to High School
Apraxia Rainbow Bee
Articulate It
Artik Pix

**ASD Tools**

ASL Signing
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Auditory Workout
Autism Apps – reviews apps for autism
Autism & PDD Matt and Molly
Autism & PDD Picture Stories & Language Activities
Autism and PDD Social Skills with Friends
Autism EmotionS
Autism Help-Iphone (5-point scale)
Autism iHelp apps (variety of language-based apps)
Autism iHelp Wh Questions
Autism Pro or Autism Express
Autism Tracker Lite
Bad Piggies
Bag Game
Bamba Burger
Beat Wave
Becca Bunny Concepts
Boardbuilder
Bob Books by Bob Books Publications
Book Creator (great for social stories)
BrainPop
BrainPop Jr.
Brain Works
Breathing Zone
Britannica Kids: US Presidents
Buddha Balance
Buddy Bear Reasoning
Bugs & Bubbles
Bugs & Buttons
Bugs & Numbers
Build Word Express
Camera app
CanPlan
Categories
C-Fit Yoga
Charades! kids
Chicktionary
Choiceworks Calendar
Clicker
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Clicker Connect
Club Penguin
Collins Big Cat by Harper Collins
Color books
Color Pop
Color Sheets
Coloring Zoo
Come Learn Spelling
Communication
Computer
Conversation Therapy
Cookie/Cake Doodle
Cool math
Countdown Timer
CoWriter
Cute Numbers
Describe It
Describe it to me
Describe it to me; smarty ears
Dexteria
Dexteria - Pinch it
Dexteria & Dexteria Junior
Dial Safe Pro
Diamath
dictionary.com
Discovering Emotions with Zeely
Disney Books
Do To Learn
Dojo
Dolch Words
Dollars and Cents
Dollars and Cents
Doodle Buddy
Doodle Party
Dr. Panda Handyman
Dr. Panda's Day Care
Draw Free for iPad
Drawing Pad
Dyslexia Quest - Phono Awareness/Working Memory
Easy Concepts
Edmodo
Educreations
Emotions
Endless ABC
Endless Alphabet
Endless Reader & Endless Alphabet
English Idioms Illustrated
Evernote
EveryDay HD
Explain Everything
Families1
Families2
Feel Electric
First letters
First Phrases
Fl Nature
Flash to Pass
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Flashcards
Flowpaper
Flowpaper
Following directions, e.g. lunchbox monkey, hungry caterpillar
Fruit Ning
Full Social Skill Builders
Fun and Functional
Fun and Functional; smarty ears
Fun Deck Apps
Fun with Directions
Functional communication system
FunMath Free
Games
Garage band
Geography Drive
Giant timer
Give me 5!
Glow Burst
Going Places
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Grace App
Grammar Jjammers
Grammaropolis
Grasshopper Aps- Sentence Maker
Grid player
Guess What?
Guess Who?
Handwriting Without Tears by No Tears Learning inc
Hearbuilder Auditory Memory
HearBuilders Phonological Awareness
Hidden Curriculum-Kids
Hopscotch: coding for kids. a visual programming language
How to tell time
I Can Do Apps - Following Directions
I Can Do Categories
I Can Write 2
I Create Social Stories
i get...My Classmates (My Family, My school etc)
I Like Books
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Imovie
icommunicate
Idiom Stories
Injini
iPrompts
iQuestion/Question Builder
iSequences
iSpeakUpStory
itouchilearn apps
iTube List
iWriteWords
IXL.com
Jot
Journaling for Autism
Jumble Sentence 3 by Jimbli Software Labs
Jungle Time
Kangaroo Island
Key Word Kids
Keynote
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Kid to do
Kids iHelp Analogy
Kid's Journal
Kids Story Builder
Kindle reading app
Ladybug Sight Words by Joe Scrivens
Lamp Words for Life
Language
Language Adventure
Language adventure 1-3, 4-6
Language Builder series
Language Empires
Language Empires ; smarty ears
LanguageBuilder
Learn social emotional skills with games
Let's Be Social
Let's Face it - levels 1, 2 and advanced
Letter reflex
Lexia
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Lexico Cognition
Lexico Cognition
Little Critter books
Little Finder ABC
Little Matchups
Little Speller
Little story maker
Little writer
Lobster diver
Logos
Look2Learn
Magic Lite
Magic piano
Magnetic ABC
Magnetic Alphabet
Making Inferences - Zorton
Maptastic
Math Blaster
Math kid
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Math Puppy
Math Tutor
Mathmatter
Me Moves
Middle School Confidential
Minecraft
Mini Adventures Let's Go
Mini Adventures Music
Mini Mystery Readers
Minion Rush/ Temple Run
Mi-Stories Stories for Transitions Through Life
Model Me Going Places 2
Model Me Kids
Monkey Drum
Monkey math
Monster Physics
Monster Truck Game
Montessori Crosswords
Monument Valley
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Moody Monster
More Fun
More Fun with Directions
Most Toca apps
Music
My Homework Student Planner
My Play Home
My Play Home
My Story Builder
MyName
Need2Talk
News 2 You
Next dollar up
Niki talk
Notability
Notes
Nouns
Numbers Free
Opposites
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PCS Bingo
PCS Language
Pebble Go
Peek-A-Boo Ocean
Pet Pet Park
Phone
Phonemes
Phonics Hero
Phonics Vowels
Photo Artic
Pick n Spell
PicSentenceHD
Picture Dictionaries
Picture Prompt Timer
Picture the Sentence
Pinch Peeps
Pinnacle Studio
Pinterest
Play Lab
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Play tube Free--(as a reinforcer when working one on one)
PlayHome and PlayHome Store
Pocket pairs
Pocket pond
Pocket Zoo
PocketPhonic
Pragmatic speech
Prepositions Remix
Pronouns with Splingo
Puppet Pals
Puppet Pals2 (make your own comic)
Puzzingo
Puzzle Touch
Puzzles
Quick Voice for language samples
Question Builder
Question It
Questions 2 Learn
Quickoffice
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Rainbow Sentences
Razz Kids
Reading tool
Readytoprint
Red writing app
Relax App
Rhyming PCS
Rocket math
Scene Speak
Schedule planner
Scholastic FAST Math
Scholastic Magic School Bus
School of Multistep directions
Sciences
ScreenChomp
Scribble Press
Scribblenauts
See. Touch. Learn Pro
Sentence Builder (Mobile Education)
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Sentence Builder by Northwest Binematics
Sentence ninja Sentence Reader
Sequences for Autism
SGM - Mindwings (Star Reporter)
ShowMe
Signed Stories
Skitch
Slide Shark
Smarty Ears
Smurfs
Snap Guide
Social HD
Social Quest (Smarty Ears)
Social Skill Builder My School Day, My Community
Social Skill Builders
Social Stories for Teenagers/High School Level
Social Talks
Social/Communication/Conversation Skills for High School
Sonoflex
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Sort it out
SOSH
Sound Box
Sound Brush
Sound Swaps
Sounding Board
Speak Colors
Speech for milo sequences
Speech Trainer/Speech Tutor
Speech Tree
Speech Tree Lessons
Speech Tree Lessons
Speech Tutor
Speech with Milo - Sequencing
Speech with Milo: Verbs
Speech4good
Spellboard
Spin&Speak
Splash Math App - Grade 1
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Starfall ABC's
Starfall.com
Storia
Stories2Learn
Storm Raiders
Story Book Creator
Story Creator
Story Grammar Marker by MindWing
Story Kit
Story Maker (super duper)
Story Wheel
StoryKit
Subtracting Sardines
Subtraction Practice
Subway Surfer
Super Duper Ask and Answer WH Questions
Super Duper Core Curriculum Vocabulary 1
Super Duper Core Curriculum Vocabulary 2
Super Duper Core Curriculum Vocabulary 2
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Super Duper Core Curriculum Vocabulary 3
Super duper difficult situations
Super Duper Fun Decks
SuperDuper Story Maker
Superstretch (yoga app)
Syntax City (Smarty Ears)
System 44 Reading program from Scholastic
Talking calculator app
Talking Henry
Talking Picture Board
Talking Rex
Talking Tom
Talkrocket
TalkTablet
Tap Speak
Taptyping
Tell about this
Telling Time
Telling Time by Giggle Up
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Temple Run
The Planner Guide
The Social Express
Tiny Tap
Toca Boca Apps
Toca Boca Apps (Hair Salon is the best!)
Toca Kitchen
Tom the Talking Cat
Tools 4 Students
Touch and Learn Emotions by Innovative mobile apps
Touch and write Australia
Touch Write
touchandwrite
Touch math
Typing JR
Unique Learning System
Video ability
Video recording
Video Star
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Virtuoso Piano Free 2 HD
Vis Timer
Visual Math 1 & 2
Visual Planner from Good Karma applications
Visual Schedule Planner
Visual strategies
Vizzle
Vizzle player
VoCal - Voice Reminders
Voice Dream
Voice o meter
Voicemeter (from SOSH)
Webber HearBuilders Sequencing
Week's words
Wet Dry Try (Handwriting Without Tears)
WH Questions Pro
What are they thinking (Super Duper)
What Time is it Mr. Wolf?
What would you do at school
What's the difference
What's the difference
Where's my water?
Word Bingo, ABCYA.com
Word Family
Word magic
Word monster
Word power
Word Slapps
Word Wizard
Worksheet
Write About This
Writing Wizard

(Please note: Sometimes people don't call Apps by their correct names. We have included some “questionable” names on the list so you can do detective work if you're really curious.)